HUAWEI 2020 VIRTUAL JOBFAIR!

April 28th LIVE VIDEO / GERMANY

ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

AGENDA 15:00-16:30

» WELCOME & INTRO
» OVERVIEW & HUAWEI IN GERMANY
» OUR GRADUATE PROGRAM
» MEET HUAWEI EMPLOYEES
» FIND YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST
» LUCKY DRAW & CHANCE FOR 1V1 TALK

POSITIONS

Network Engineer (core/fixed/wireless)
Solution Sales for network
Project manager
Site Design Engineer
Presales Engineer for IT
Supply Chain Specialist
IT Specialist
HR

More positions pls visit EU career page

HOW TO JOIN LIVE SESSION

Register by clicking here.

If you apply for the positions, we will consider our Privacy Statement as accepted

Apply for positions to Campus.de@huawei.com